
National Socialism vs Other regimes  

-By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

There are many opinions who are contradicting themselves, especially by people who know 

nothing about neither National Socialism, the regimes of Socialism, Communism, or any 

other regime at all, but we will just dive into the center of it. With so much misinfo around 

and jewish brainwashing, many people think of National Socialism in an entirely another way 

than what it really was, or ever was aiming to be. This is jewish and systematic brainwashing 

of the masses, for reasons that will be understood later on as one reads. National Socialism 

is, and should be understood as the only Spiritual regime, with spiritual aims.  

 

Its aim is to transcend the physical barriers and limitations that make people enslaved in the 

physical realm, transcend them into a higher order of existence, liberate them from 

everyday suffering as much as possible within the context of that reality allows. The jews 

however, think THEY are reality or "god" and they tried to destroy the NS regime, in order 

for this to never be successful. This is also coded in the Torah, where advanced civilizations 

are smitten into destruction, by the jewish "god". The jew is the bringer of misery, death and 

affliction. 

 

Capitalism as many people can see, isn't the "dream" of becoming a multibillionaire. Well 

little do they tell you that this is obviously, impossible for most people as the Social Marxist 

and xian backing of this idea, is that "oh boi everyone can become all they want". Well soon 

people find out they really can't for a number of reasons. While you "can" become one, 

potentially, this is only just a chance or a possible choice. Nobody guarantees anyone like 

this. This is why in the West so many people are still stuck and the major part of the 

populace has struggles even for the most basic things. In fact, the definition of Communism 

is hardcore labor to the point of destruction of the people, which is in many places, a 

characteristic of Capitalism as well. It’s merely that you don't really have some jew to whip 

you with a whip, but in all other ways, people are bound to work for hours upon hours, 

where the "8 hour" regime is nowhere to be found, as most people nowadays work for 10 or 

more hours, are in debt and they need to repay, etc.  

 

Also lately, many people have problems with finding jobs, since the agreement of Capitalism 

says "It's up to you to find a job" and the State is not supposed to do anything for you. 

Neither is the State supposed to take care of you and make you "competitive" or give you 

the "competition tools" in order to successfully compete with others. If one just raises their 

head, especially in countries like America, what they will quickly see is that the jews are on 

the supposed "top". How did they get in the top, is simply, with money. With money and 

stolen wealth accumulated through capitalism, or through generations, they are in this age 

able to "leap forth" into the higher classes. 

 

Capitalism is intellectualized stealing of human labor. Communism is outright, slave labor. 

Capitalism is just one or few step before it. And people are too thankful because that with 

jews around, life sucks so much, that it being a bit better, it makes them feel thousand times 

better. That's how bad things are. Capitalism, based on jewish greed, destroys civilization 

every now and then (economic crash in their dictionary) and when the kikes have salvaged 

what they perceive to be enough of it, they destroy Capitalism from within through "Social 

Marxism" and then they make the "Red March" in trying to Communize completely a 



country, stealing all the last freedoms people have won with hard labor. 

 

As about the "Ideals" of Capitalism, the only notions where anyone gains any respect, are 

basically, numbers and how much money one has in their possession. The ideals are totally 

materialistic, material, materialist and greedy, filthy. There are basically no real "ideals" this 

is why the enemy has such an easy times chewing everything out of existence. This is 

technically the only level that creates any sort of "personality" or anything else. Society is 

degenerated to the point there are no mutual connections, people aren't seen as useful or 

useless individuals at heart and in their core (its all about the money anyway). Everyone is a 

number amongst numbers. Certainly, Capitalism is far better than "Communism" in anyway, 

but it doesn't guarantee a lot of things or safeguards ANY gate from which the jews can 

enter a society. Its also a regime focused on physicality and nowhere else in the end, 

producing nothing spiritual at all. Women are forced to work, with "silent" force, or because 

simply if they don't work a family cannot survive. Its rarely a matter of "choice". 

 

Christianity is an ideal religion for Capitalism, since both are equally empty and Xianity is also 

the perfect chameleon for Liberalism as well. Xianity has no spirit, poses false choices, 

preaches false love, breeds emptiness and is obviously (look at the Vatican or your local 

preacher) a religion of Materialism. People are deceived into thinking they have countless 

choices, but one merely owns all sides of the choices and the illusion of choice makes people 

docile, blind and forms all sorts of "explanations" which in all their multitudes do not 

produce any valuable opposition into the eyes of the so called "jewish elite". In fact, the jews 

laugh at the predictability of people and their inability to understand what's up with this 

issue.  

 

"Freedom" is a definition that merely has to do with how much money one does possess and 

nothing more. There are no other freedoms really. One can be at 100 places, and not be at 

one, and all sorts of useless, depraved and stupid stuff under the disguise of "freedom" 

come in the game. If good things come out of this "freedom", that is mostly up to the 

people, certainly, not those who run Hollywood, or own the Corps, or whatever else. One 

just needs to raise the veil and see how many people are literally rotting in anxiety everyday, 

in order to understand how horrible the situation is. 

 

To the point where you see people are just too bored with their lives and they make a 

culture around a plant named marijuana, or something. Capitalism with all its "colors" and 

"fancy stuff" is also a perfect regime for Race mixing. In Capitalism/Liberalism, the jewish 

cucks do not force anyone with the whip. They just attack people through projections, sly 

technology, tampering with food supplies, turning them slowly into well-educated slave 

workers, giving them fake aims that can be achieved normally in 6 months, over a lifetime, 

and by creating a comparison system between one's self and other human beings, so when 

you are higher, you feel some sort of vain "comfort" that you can't forego. 

 

As for Socialism, we can be brief. Socialism on its own means, stealing the money from 

everyone to merely implement supposed castles in the sky. It has failed in all countries and 

drew them to impoverishment. In the words of Lenin, the Commie Himself, Socialism is a 

thing to be sought for as its the transitory phase from Capitalism to Communism. It prepares 

the masses to know nothing, drowns them into debt, it again has no real rights like gun 

ownership, ownership is completely undermined or abolished, production is slowly fending 



off destruction etc. 

 

What is many times more horrible than Capitalism, is Communism, and this subject is way 

too conversed about. This is again one thing Capitalism prey's on about, bragging that its so 

far better than Communism. Which in reality, it CERTAINLY is. That doesn't mean that things 

couldn't be even BETTER. With jews, though, everything is so severely hard to do, that 

Capitalism is gladly desired to compared to other regimes of the enemy. But let's just repeat 

the simple fundamentals. The jews in Communism are at the top, visibly. Methods like whip, 

outright physical violence etc, can take place, as the enemy is not afraid of any revolt having 

gone open. Murder becomes common place, while in Capitalism, the "System bloats you 

out".  

 

Communism: An open, Talmudic implementation system on the physical realm, where, as 

the bible says, the "Messiah Rules with an Iron Rod", over the slaves. People are physically 

enslaved in this regime. People are worked to death and there isn't any time in spirituality, 

no ideals, no spiritual longings at all, no aims, not even languages and cultures in most ways. 

People are 100% reduced to animal levels. This is the lowest it can go. Christianity can, or 

cannot survive this, which equals the same thing. Owning guns is self-evident, as nobody is 

allowed to own guns. Men, women and children from a very young age, are forced to work 

equally. 

 

Since xianity has served its purpose in making the masses open to slavery, it is many times 

removed. Everyone is amassed into one clump and people are merely controlled by the 

State as workforce, getting commands by the jews and not even sleeping properly. In many 

times monthly pay is abolished and people are paid only with food, or with stays in the state 

factories. Obviously there is no freedom of speech and no freedoms of ideas, let alone 

health sectors and anything else. There are also no classes, no races and no identities 

anymore. Everyone is one under the jews, while the jews are themselves classified and 

arranged in strict order in the top. According to what your father was, you must take an 

opposing path. Also, law does not exist anymore. It’s literally, Jewish Racial Oligarchy over 

the Goyim animals, where the only law is the Talmud. 

 

What about National Socialism though? So many people are oblivious to facts about 

National Socialism. First of all, National Socialism has something neither Communism nor 

Capitalism, or any other system of the enemy will develop.  



 

National Socialism has a spiritual aim and a spiritual reason to exist, which is given to all 

people. People are allowed to seek the Gods of their Ancestors and through this practice, 

develop higher states of consciousness, then to create even better countries and states. 

Since the model of National Socialism is Aristocratic, those who are Aristocratic (aristocracy 

proven by what they do for the Whole to their Nation or Race) they are elevated or 

downgraded accordingly. Money is not how someone's social class is defined, but they do 

not lose their possessions in anyway, at all. Ideally there are also loans without severe 

interest, so people can get ahead with their ventures.  

 

The working class is supposed to have big benefits such as free vacations, easy access to 

cars, health or , state funds for raising children that increase with more children one has, 

and in sometimes workers get houses or housing by the State as gifts for many years of 

work. So long someone works even the simplest job, they always have money and food 

available. People who own the corporations, aren't above the State and in a correct National 

Socialist regime, pressure is added on them to treat the workers in the best and most 



humane way possible. The most important aspect is that people are no longer judged by 

how much money they make, or what kind of clothes they wear, and as such, nobody is 

forced into usury and exploitation in order to get "better" and come on top. There are also 

programs for health, wellbeing, arts, association and whatever else, so people don't have to 

actually try to look very far to find anything.  

 

Schools are accustomed in such a way that the individual's talents and tendencies are taken 

in consideration, not only what the State supposedly needs. All that one has to do is do their 

part in sharing the labor that must be shared for the State. The more labor and the more 

responsibility one takes, the higher they rank. Most social benefits such as free time and 

freedoms, are for those in the working class and not those in other Classes. The higher one 

goes, the more is the sacrifice, as people are leaders and not "bosses". Technically, the more 

"free" people are those who are living in the simpler jobs.  

 

Women can evade all of this labor by merely staying at home, partaking in other social 

things and not work if that is their choice, as the house income is enough for both to live by 

one person working. There are no "window-shoppers" because everything that exists in the 

market is potentially affordable by anyone that puts their work on it, including houses and 

cars. The system is not based around the jew sucking dry people blood of their money, but 

actually living their actual life. Retirement should ideally work perfectly as well in the same 

way. With Xianity and the jews out of the way, things just start to merely fall in place. The 

highest teacher is Nature, so people do not live in their own manipulated reality, but they 

live with the laws of nature. Without xianity in place, there can be no misunderstandings of 

such. 

 

Opportunities are really for everyone and not just an illusion, as the National Socialist regime 

should ideally focus on creating jobs. People that want to work. Large part of this is that the 

currency is not under the control of some foreign alien entity like the jew, so it can be 

adjusted based on the real wealth of a State or economy. The notion of debt that gives 

someone a "push" and then enslaves them for their whole life, is eradicated. Also last but 

not least, people have guns and are allowed of gun ownership. Contrary to politicians who 

always blame the people from which they steal and usury, for their mistakes, in the 

Aristocratic regime everyone has power over what they are responsible of.  

 

If someone fails they admit failure and they are replaced, the people don't get the blame for 

it. This is the illusion of democracy that if you vote for something by deception, or one of the 

two jew owned options you are somehow responsible for what follows. But its just the jews. 

In the Aristocratic regime, the Gentiles in charge admit failure. This in Japan is on the other 

end where if people fail miserably or they do a mistake that destroys the whole, they do 

"Sepekku" or "Harakiri" and kill themselves out of disgrace. Many NS officers did the same 

for having failed at appointed things, but not due to the fact they were forced, only due to 

personal honor.  

 

 

Gun ownership was allowed in NS Germany. Makes you wonder why millions of people in 

Hitler's parades didn't pull out one gun to "end" the "oppression". Oh wait, because there 

was none and your SJW or Feminist teacher lied to you. Did she also tell you that German 

women were the first one's to wear bikinis? Or that they actually had all the choices of high 



heels and all this "modern stuff" that people pretend that didn't exist in NS Germany? 

 

Lastly, the National Socialist state has spiritual values, none of which the other types of state 

do possess. These have nothing to do with the fake bible of the jews, Sharia law, or the 

Commie Bible of Marx. These have to do with Nature. People don't work just for gains, they 

work to expand life, evolve life, and mutually share as a Volk, the labor that is given to them. 

This is why people need to work. The value of personal Honor is taken first. The society is 

classless, as there are no classifications or more or less honor for people based on their 

paycheck, but actual work and labor for the State. The Fhurer is equally respected as the 

common day laborer from this standpoint, as everyone does what they are created to do. 

They are not the same in Ranking, but so long everyone serves how they are best capable to 

serve, they are all respected. People in simpler professions are not scorned and ridiculed in 

anyway, as everyone serves in the best way of their capability and will.  

 

Everyone is ideally supposed to have free time, as nature is intact, to be able to advance 

spiritually or advance themselves. This ties into the Pagan dimension of National Socialism. 

Obviously anything revolving evolutionary things, is allowed, especially when it comes to 

meditations and all other things. The NS era was the time of German Spiritual (Pagan) 

revivalism. Xianity was supposed to be eliminated as it creates hatred, deceit, fear and 

dismay in a society. With the removal of the jews and their interests from a society (that are 

by nature opposing to Gentile interests as the jew profits by parasitism and keeping others 

down) not finally society can ascend to higher order. This is why in Hitler's time the sciences 

went over the top and why the latest scientific discoveries were quickly given to the people 

as benefits, without friction. Because it was from the people, to the people. The NS state 

was of the leading cultural milestones, or scientific milestones, or policy and freedom 

milestones on the planet at this point. 

 

By now it should be apparent why National Socialism is hated so much from the jews. Its not 

due the Holly-Hoax that never happened, its not due to Mengele doing experiments that 

never happened, its not because Women had a Nazi in a Uniform Fetish, its not due to the 

fact they want to preserve any freedom that they have already stolen from you, its not 

because of any reason. Its just because they are blotted out and they return to the bottom 

of the existential ladder, forced to live like the rats they are, without the Gentiles paying for 

them, fighting their wars and elevating them into unprecedented freedom and status, on 

our expense of lifes, work and labor. The jew as the classical exploiter and with their 

megalomaniac "chosen of god" complex, cannot tolerate it, and they started two major 

world wars just to multiply their profits, kill Gentiles out of revenge (like the USSR where 

they murdered 40 million people cold bloodedly) and decimate the planet if needed as well. 

Billions of people are ravaged financially, mentally and spiritually everyday, we live in a 

society without a soul, because the jew as the Soul-Eater reigns on the top. National 

Socialism was attacked before it could grow its wings, as the magnificence it would bring 

into this world would leave no place of the parasitic jew to reign and exist. 

 

So in closing, I really hope this cleared up the matter on what is what. 

 

Reply 1 



 

HailVictory88 wrote: 

HP Don, in a true Satanic society, would there still exist material wealth? By that I 

mean possessing greater material assets than one's peers, through legal means. If 

money is no longer needed in a Satanic society, would material wealth become a 

thing of the past, or would that be Communist? 

 

High Priest Mageson 666 answers:  

Ownership still exists in the Communist state. All wealth is transferred to the 1% of Party 

oligarch class, who are the Jewish race. 

 

From observation of emerging trends the old economic model of life is ending a major plant 

Foxcon that builds products for Apple just fired forty percent of its work force. Due to 

automatization. This is the future almost everything from the manufacturing sector to the 

service sector is going to be automated. Other technology like 3rd printing will wipe entire 

industries out. So we are going to have to change our society from the current economic 

caste labor model. 

 

With advanced tech that has been around we can create a situation with free energy and 

general automation that removes the cost of living. And with a new culture structure with a 

new economic one that gives people social equality, across all lines. Each citizen has the 

same constitutional rights, accesses to resources and care. With stream lining people based 

on their chart aspects each person can be given accesses to training for what they want to 

do in life. Not turn a widget line but actually do what their soul nature is to express 

themselves into the world. Each person can have the personal pride in this and that this 

helps society. This goes hand in hand with meta development of the person with the daily 

practices. That will replace the trained satisfaction of life is about selling ones labor or goods 

and that is the only reason to be. Instead Spiritual achievement. 

 
HailVictory88 wrote: 
HP Mageson666 wrote: 
[...]. 

 
Reply 2 

 
HP Don, in a true Satanic society, would there still exist material wealth? By that I mean 
possessing greater material assets than one's peers, through legal means. If money is no 
longer needed in a Satanic society, would material wealth become a thing of the past, or 
would that be Communist? 
 

HP Hooded Cobra replies: 



 

Yes. This should be self evident. This has to do with the work one puts into this and how 

much able and capable they are to benefit the greater whole. Possessions and having your 

own material goods, plus the ownership of guns are parts of the National Socialist mindset.  

 

And yes, there will be economic divisions. It will not be like very important though as it is 

today, where all social values and who you are socially merely has to do with this. Your duty 

and your value, plus your spiritual capabilities and overall, what you give back to the whole 

is what is going to matter more, than mere possessions. Values will change and mere 

material wealth won't be able to make any useless retard and useless person feel 

"important" today, when mostly they are social parasites, let alone allow them as "on its 

own" to ride the social ladder, like in DemoKrazy. 

 

Today, you just BUY yourself into the presidency. So the jews choose all presidents. That's 

Demokrazy. Voting doesn't really matter, as you won't even know of any other canditates 

that aren't payed in the big joo joo advertisement rings. 

 

The meaning of National Socialism is to transcend gross materialism and physicality that is 

binding and take society to the next level, to the pleasures of life and advancement. Where 

work is not a curse anymore and its just to help the whole. Its meant to be a Cultural regime, 

not a regime based around the next loaf of bread. Away from the jewish misery where 

hunger, sickness and deprivation are the law, and the only way to be saved is to step on 

other people's heads. So long the above models are needed, we can use them. However, the 

True Ranking of Human beings must happen with spiritual, ethical, intelligence ranking and 

not merely how much money they have. We live in an era of hardcore, technological 

advances, and National Socialism always kept up with the latest advances and their health 

implementation.  

 

In technical terms, one that benefits the whole more than a hoarder, will be higher in the 

social ladder and hierarchy, in National Socialism. The old days of the jews trying to make 

owning a disaster, cause of division and fear, or senseless aggression towards people who 

have "less", will be long over. 

 

The "ideal" mindset of Capitalism, which HP Don covered and I have to add, was to create 

wealth for the people and others, and for the creators of this wealth to be wealthy too. 

Everyone gets wealthier. Behind "Capitalism" hid merely because those few Rich Gentiles 

and mostly, the jews, who wanted to buy themselves inside Politics and in the factors of the 

State, which unfortunately for them up to this time, were dominated by Gentiles. Inaware 

and stupid, xian Gentiles, but still, Gentiles. And the jew didn't want Whites or Gentiles with 

power and position, even in their own countries. So for the Rich Whites, they probably 

married them with jewesses, swindled them out, or bought their wealth. For others who 

were stubbornly into position, they used other means. It was just the paranoid jew wanted 

to achieve power in all the State sectors. The religious sector, they owned.  

 

The Military sector they controlled through money (in the 1500's, Armies were bought), 

there was no law as they technically, hijacked this through xianity which became the "basis 

of law". One place remained, and this was State power. Therefore they needed to create the 

adjusting system to buy themselves into politics, no matter how retarded, and jewish they 



were. They had enough of controlling people from the back, so they just wanted to come 

out on top and let everyone know of their Talmudism. They had to slowly remove Gentiles 

all completely from all key-state positions. So with few Gentile lackeys who couldn't do 

anything but look past their own nose, other xian opportunists (who were sold out spiritually 

to the jews anyway, thanks Krayst) and the eternal rejects and retards, they marched on 

with "Capitalism". And they suceeded. Today is the climax of Capitalism, where you don't 

even have clear blooded Gentiles almost nowhere as Statesmen.  

 

In Capitalism the only one's that could flourish were basically in their majority, the old guys 

who had the money in the prior regimes. Ie, the jews and their lackeys. Now if few instances 

of brilliant people came up and become Rich, the enemy used this to advocate Capitalism. 

The broad masses noticed wealth, only after many centuries and bloody warfare on the 

streets for their rights. The enemy had to go to an "opening" and through this opening, 

others of the lower classes came in as well. What is the end result, you can see in all Gentile 

states nowadays. Jewish domination, bottom to top. The only thing is that due to the fact 

that some people still own things, the enemy doesn't go forward to purge the people, but 

Communizes the situation, bit by bit...Like Hilary Kiketon, Racial infiltration, getting the 

people used to lower wages, shortages of food, the list goes. 

 

Capitalism slowly turned itself into just another Communism, with people just being treated 

like slaves in the Feudal regime. Only now the Slaves, through liberalism mindset, weren't 

pure blooded Gentiles with the chance of revolting, but a more amassed clump of idiots. The 

enemy always takes in conjuction Race for all their actions, as they are not retarded like 

others. So the jews created Communism to balance out this equation they fucked up and 

control the opposition, because to begin with, people were treated like pigs in capitalism, no 

different than slaves. This is why the two major "ideas" of history are Communism, and 

Capitalism. While the "Third Idea" or the "Third way" is actually, the most "hated" one, 

National Socialism. National Socialism is immune to all the above issues and problems. 

Capitalism had few good promises and did SOME good, but not because of the jews and 

their lackeys, just because of the nature of the times. The jew turned this to where you 

merely steal wealth where you pretend to actually make owning wealth easier or expand it, 

such as in the case of "banking". Then they weaponized this against the Goyim. Banks 

started with jews, 100%. In the centuries, this escalated even harder. 

 

It was a jewish idea. Since the jews were the only one's owning wealth of astronomical 

proportions since the Middle Ages (through the church mainly), the "States" oblivious to the 

jewish problem, trusted them. And then they got total power over Monarchs and Kings, also, 

States. The States in these centuries after the inventions of the Banks, were merely in a 

constant warfare (Pan-European Warfare) and merely, this was making sure the jews were 

giving huge loans to States, paying troops, while their cousins on the other side of Europe 

were cashing in. This is why the Rothschilds and others, forced themselves in the major 

Capitals of Europe. No matter what state won or lost, the jews always placed their bets on 

both, winning from both. 

 

This went on and on, and the states had to constantly increase taxes and swindle the 

population in order to survive. Long story short, people needed to revolt against this. They 

killed their so called "Kings" but the jews remained untouched. Therefore, nothing really 

changed and it’s still the same deal. What HP Don mentioned about Feudalism, is just the 



fact. Feudalism was just a regime that continued by the wealthy kikes, since the Middle 

Ages, and only tried to catch up with the changing historical tide.  

 

There is nothing Gentile about the times of the Middle Ages, Feudalism or anything else, 

contrary to what many idiotic "White Crusaders" might believe. These were literally of the 

most inglorious times for Europe and the White Race started murdering one another like 

pigs, for jewish interest. Xianity of course was the icing on the cake, stealing more money 

and acting as a separate, "State within a State".  

 

Only after the French Revolution you can find SOME sort of "justice" coming in place, and 

the enemy has turned this in reverse to support Jewish Communism later and somehow try 

to link this with revolution towards "order". Nobody had a problem with order, but behind 

the so called order, were merely the jews. In fact, the populace had enough being swindled 

by the xian clergy (kikes and kike Muppets) and the supposed "kings" who were just 

spiritually inaware and at the complete mercy of the jews, especially after 1500. Since the 

time of Rome, the jews have attacked and sicced onto Gentile leaders seriously. Many times 

making them spiritual and political puppets, or through indebting them. For more than a 

thousand years, we have had the same issue. Its just jews, jewing. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 


